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Abstract
We extend normalization by evaluation (ﬁrst presented in [5]) from the pure typed k-calculus to general
higher type term rewriting systems and prove its correctness w.r.t. a domain-theoretic model. We distin-
guish between computational rules and proper rewrite rules. The former is a rather restricted class of rules,
which, however, allows for a more eﬃcient implementation.
 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
It is well known that implementing normalization of k-terms in the usual recursive fashion is
quite ineﬃcient. However, it is possible to compute the long normal form of a k-term by evalu-
ating it in an appropriate model (cf. [5]). When using for that purpose the built-in evaluation
mechanism of e.g., SCHEME (a pure LISP dialect) one obtains an amazingly fast algorithm called
‘‘normalization by evaluation’’ or NbE for short. In the context of type-directed partial evaluation
[8] it has been analyzed in what sense NbE is more eﬃcient, and why: a punctual comparison
between NbE and a naive, symbolic normalizer can be found in [4, Section 5]. The essential idea is
to ﬁnd an inverse to evaluation, converting a semantic object into a syntactic term. This nor-
malization procedure is used and tested in the proof system MINLOG developed in Munich (cf.
[2]). Notice, however, that once NbE is expressed in a functional programming language, the
evaluation order of this language (call-by-value for SCHEME) determines the reduction order of
NbE (applicative order for a call-by-value language). It is thus easy to defeat NbE in SCHEME by
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normalizing the application of a nonstrict function to an expression that is expensive to normalize.
For such a term, a symbolic normalizer following a normal order reduction strategy can easily be
more eﬃcient.
Obviously, for applications pure typed k-terms are not suﬃcient; one clearly needs constants as
well. In [4] NbE has been extended to term systems with higher order term rewrite rules. The
present paper adds a distinction between what we call computational rules and (proper) rewrite
rules; NbE seems to be much more eﬃcient for the former than for the latter. In our imple-
mentation (in the MINLOG system) we therefore use computational rules whenever possible.
A related approach (using a glueing construction) is elaborated by Coquand and Dybjer in [6].
Another related paper is Altenkirch et al. [1]; there a cartesian closed category is deﬁned which has
the property that the interpretation of the simply typed lambda calculus in it yields the reduction-
free normalization algorithm from [5], as well as its correctness. Moreover, Danvy (cf. e.g., [8]) has
successfully used this algorithm (or more precisely its call-by-value counterpart) in the context of
partial evaluation. Filinski [10] also treats NbE for an extension of the k-calculus by constants,
where nontermination is allowed. However, he does not consider constants whose meaning is only
given operationally, i.e., by arbitrary rewrite rules. Therefore the normal proof technique em-
ploying the logical relation ‘‘the value of expression e in environment d is a’’ is available in his
case, whereas in ours it is more convenient to follow a diﬀerent approach, via an appropriate
inductive generation of the reducibility relation.
Why should one be interested in the correctness of NbE for general rewrite rules, where neither
termination nor even conﬂuence is assumed? One reason is that in an interactive proof devel-
opment system (MINLOG in our case) it is convenient not having to deal explicity with equality
axioms, but rather to identify terms with the same normal form, modulo a given set of rewrite
rules. Then an eﬃcient normalization algorithm such as NbE to test for equality clearly is useful.
However, one does not want to have the obligation to prove termination and conﬂuence of the
whole set of rewrite rules whenever a new one is added.
The aim of the present paper is to develop the theory of normalization by evaluation from
scratch, up to and including (some generalizations of) G€odels system T of higher order primitive
recursion. In fact, we will treat almost arbitrary rewrite systems.
Let us begin with a short explanation of the essence of the method for normalizing typed k-
terms by means of an evaluation procedure of some functional programming language such as
SCHEME. For simplicity we return to the simplest case, simply typed k-calculus without constants.
Simple types are built from ground types s by q ! r (later also products q  r will be in-
cluded). The set K of terms is given by xr; ðkxqMrÞq!r; ðMq!rNqÞr; let Kq denote the set of all
terms of type q. The set LNF of terms in long normal form (i.e., normal w.r.t. b-reduction and g-
expansion) is deﬁned inductively by ðxM1 . . .MnÞs; kxM (we abbreviate xM1 . . .Mn by xM and
similar a list M1 . . .Mn by M). By nf(M) we denote the long normal form of M, i.e., the unique
term in long normal form bg-equal to M.
Now we have to choose our model. A simple solution is to take terms of ground type as ground
type objects and all functions as possible function type objects:
sst :¼ Ks; sq ! rt :¼ srtsqt ðthe full function spaceÞ: ð1Þ
It is crucial that all terms (of ground type) are present, not just the closed ones. Next we need an
assignment " lifting a variable to an object and a function # giving us a normal term from an
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object. They should meet the following condition, which might be called correctness of normali-
zation by evaluation
# ðsMt"Þ ¼ nfðMÞ; ð2Þ
where sMqt" 2 sqt denotes the value of M under the assignment ". Two such functions # and "
can be deﬁned simultaneously, by induction on the type. It is convenient to deﬁne " on all terms
(not just on variables). Hence for every type q we deﬁne #q: sqt ! Kq and "q: Kq ! sqt (called
reify and reﬂect) by
#s ðMÞ :¼ M ; "s ðMÞ :¼ M ;
#q! r ðaÞ :¼ kx #r ðað"q ðxÞÞÞ \x new"; "q! r ðMÞðaÞ :¼"r ðM #q ðaÞÞ:
Here a little diﬃculty appears: what does it mean that x is new? This clearly is not a problem for
an implementation, where we have an operational understanding and may use something like
gensym, but it is for a mathematical model. We will solve this problem by slightly modifying the
model and deﬁning sst to be the set of families of terms of type s (instead of single terms) and
setting #q! r ðaÞðkÞ :¼ kxkð#r ðað"q ðx1k ÞÞÞðk þ 1ÞÞ, where x1k is the constant family xk. The deﬁ-
nition of "q! r has to be modiﬁed accordingly. This idea corresponds to a representation of terms
in the style of de Bruijn [9]. An advantage of this approach is that the NbE program is purely
functional and hence can be veriﬁed relatively easily. If side eﬀects were involved the veriﬁcation
would be much more complicated.
The proof of correctness is easy (ignoring the problem with the ‘‘new variable’’): Since for the
typed lambda calculus without constants we have preservation of values; i.e., sMtn ¼ snfðMÞtn for
all terms M and environments n, we only have to verify # ðsNt"Þ ¼ N for terms N in long normal
form, which is straightforward, by induction on N:
Case xq! sNq (w.l.o.g.)
#s ðsxNt"Þ ¼"q! s ðxÞðsNt"Þ ¼"s ðx #q ðsNt"ÞÞ ¼ xN : ð3Þ
Case kyN
#q! r ðskyNt"Þ ¼ kx #r ðskyNt"ð"q ðxÞÞÞ x new
¼ kx #r ðsNy ½xt"Þ
¼ kxNy ½x by IH
¼a kyN :
Notice that this is a correctness proof in the style of [5]. The situation is diﬀerent when we add
constants together with rewrite rules, since then preservation of values (in our model) is false in
general (cf. Examples 20 and 19 below). However, correctness of normalization by evaluation still
holds, but needs to be proven by a diﬀerent method. It might be worth noting that in the special
case where no rewrite or computation rules are present our proof below boils down to the simple
correctness proof sketched above.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present the simply typed k-calculus with
constants and pairing and give some examples of higher order rewrite systems. We also introduce
the distinction between computational and (proper) rewrite rules. Then we inductively deﬁne a
relation M ! Q, with the intended meaning that M is normalizable with long normal form Q,
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and prove in Section 3.6 the correctness of normalization by evaluation by showing that M ! Q
(essentially) implies # ðsMt"Þ ¼ Q. Hence the mappingM 7! # ðsMt"Þ is a normalization function.
In order to deﬁne the semantics sMt of a termM properly we use domain theory. This is described
brieﬂy in Section 3.1.
Note that we prove correctness of NbE w.r.t. a denotational semantics, but do not attempt to
prove operational correctness, i.e., the fact that the functional program formalizing NbE when
called with a term M such that M ! Q will terminate with Q as output. In order to obtain op-
erational correctness from denotational correctness one needs a suitable adequacy result a la
Plotkin [13] relating the denotational and the operational semantics. Plotkins result cannot be
applied here because it refers to a call-by-name operational semantics, whereas we are interested in
a call-by-value semantics in order to obtain a correctness result for our implementation of NbE in
the call-by-value language SCHEME. Furthermore Plotkin only considers the integers and the
booleans as base types, whereas we need complex recursively deﬁned types as base types (see
Section 3.2). We leave the problem of proving adequacy of our denotational semantics for a
fragment of a call-by-value language suitable for formalizing our extension of NbE to future work.
2. A simply typed k-calculus with constants
2.1. Types, terms, rewrite rules
We start from a given set of ground types. Types are inductively generated from ground types s
by q ! r and q r. Terms are
xq typed variables;
cq constants;
ðkxqMrÞq! r abstractions;
ðMq! rNqÞr applications;
hMq0 ;Mr1 iqr pairing;
p0ðMqrÞq; p1ðMqrÞr projections:
Type indices will be omitted whenever they are inessential or clear from the context. Also, kx binds
tighter than application and pairing; however, a dot after kxmeans that the scope extends as far as
allowed by the parentheses. So kxMN means ðkxMÞN , but kx:MN means kxðMNÞ.
Ground types will always be denoted by s. We sometimes write M0 for p0ðMÞ and M1 for
p1ðMÞ. Two termsM and N are called a-equal—writtenM ¼a N—if they are equal up to renaming
of bound variables. Kq denotes the set of all terms of type q (a-equal terms are not identiﬁed).MN
denotes ð. . . ðMN1ÞN2 . . .ÞNn, where some of the Nis may be 0 or 1. By FV(M) we denote the list of
variables occurring free in M. By Mx½N  we mean substitution of every free occurrence of x in M
by N, renaming bound variables if necessary. Similarly Mx½N  denotes simultaneous substitution.
kxM abbreviates kx1 . . . kxnM . If MN is of type r;Ni of type qi, then we call q ! r a type in-
formation for M. Here q is a list of types, 0s or 1s indicating the left or right part of a product
type. So, e.g., a term M of type q ¼ ðs ! s ! sÞ  ðs ! ðs  sÞÞ has ð0; sÞ ! ðs ! sÞ or
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ð1; s; 0Þ ! s as a type information. If there are no product types q ! r simply abbreviates
ðq1 ! ðq2    ! ðqn ! rÞ   ÞÞ.
For the constants cq we assume that some rewrite rules of the form cK 7!N are given,
where FVðNÞ  FVðKÞ and cK , N have the same type (not necessarily a ground type).
Moreover, for any type information q1; . . . ;qn ! s for c (s a ground type), we require that
there is a ﬁxed length k6 n of arguments for the rewrite rules, i.e., cM 7!N implies that M has
length k, provided the projection markers in M and in q1; . . . ;qk coincide. If no rewrite rate of
the form cM 7!N (1 6 length of M 6 n) applies, then this ﬁxed length is stipulated to be n.
We write cq! r to indicate that we only consider c with argument lists K with these projection
markers; the notation cMN is used to indicate that M are the ﬁxed arguments for the re-
write rules of c. In particular if there is no rewrite rule for c, then N is empty and cM is of
ground type.
For example, if c is of type ðs ! s ! sÞ  ðs ! sÞ, then the rules c0xx 7!a and c1 7!b are
admitted, and c0;s;s! s indicates that we only consider argument lists of the form 0, x, y.
2.2. Computation rules
Given a set of rewrite rules, we want to treat some rules—which we call computation rules—in a
diﬀerent, more eﬃcient way. The idea is that a computation rule can be understood as a de-
scription of a computation in a suitable semantical model, provided the syntactic constructors
correspond to semantic ones in the model, whereas the other rules describe syntactic transfor-
mations.
A constant c is called a constructor if there is no rule of the form cK 7!N . For instance in the
examples of Section 2.3 the constants 0, S, and 9þ are constructors. Constructor patterns are
special terms deﬁned inductively as follows.
• Every variable is a constructor pattern.
• If c is a constructor and P1; . . . ; Pn are constructor patterns or projection markers 0 or 1, such
that cP is of ground type, then cP is a constructor pattern.
From the given set of rewrite rules we choose a subset COMP with the following properties.
• If cP 7!Q 2 COMP, then P1; . . . ; Pn are constructor patterns or projection markers.
• The rules are left-linear, i.e., if cP 7!Q 2 COMP, then every variable in cP occurs only once in
cP.
• The rules are nonoverlapping, i.e., for diﬀerent rules cK 7!M and cL 7!N in COMP the left-
hand sides cK and cL are nonuniﬁable.
We write cM 7!compQ to indicate that the rule is in COMP. The set of constructors appearing in the
constructor patterns is denoted by CONSTR. All other rules will be called (proper) rewrite rules,
written cM 7!rewK.
In our reduction strategy below computation rules will always be applied ﬁrst, and since they
are nonoverlapping, this part of the reduction is unique. However, since we allowed almost ar-
bitrary rewrite rules, it may happen that in case no computation rule applies a term may be re-
written by diﬀerent rules 62 COMP. In order to obtain a deterministic procedure we assume that for
every constant cq! r we are given a function selc computing from M either a rule cK 7!rewN , in
which caseM is an instance of K, i.e.,M ¼ Kx½L, or else the message ‘‘no-match’’, in which case
M does not match any rewrite rule: i.e., there is no rule cK 7!rewN such thatM is an instance of K .
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Clearly selc should be compatible with a-equality and should satisfy an obvious uniformity
property; i.e., whenever M and M 0 are variants (i.e., can be obtained from each other by an in-
vertible substitution), then selcðMÞ ¼ selcðM 0Þ.
Often the rewrite rules will be left-linear (i.e., no variable occurs twice in the left-hand side
of a rule); then it is reasonable to require that every select function selc is strongly uniform in
the sense that for all instances (with not necessarily distinct variables z) we have selcðMÞ ¼
selcðMx½zÞ.
2.3. Examples
(a) Usually we have the ground type i of natural numbers available, with constructors 0i;Si! i
and recursion operators Ri! q!ði! q! qÞ! qq . The rewrite rules for R are
R0 7!kyz:y;
RðSxÞ 7!kyz:zxðRxyzÞ:
The reason for writing the rules in this way, and not in the more familiar form R0yz 7!y,
RðSxÞyz 7! zxðRxyzÞ, will become clear later (see Example 16 in Section 3.5.) A simpliﬁed scheme of
a similar form gives a cases construct.
if0 7!kyz:y;
ifðSxÞ 7!kyz:z:
Moreover we can write down rules according to the usual recursive deﬁnitions of addition and
multiplication, e.g.,
multðSxÞ 7!kz:add zðmult xzÞ:
Simultaneous recursion may be treated as well, e.g.,
odd 0 7!S0 even 0 7!0;
oddðSxÞ 7!even x evenðSxÞ 7!odd x:
All these rules are possible computation rules, whereas the next two rules are not (since if and add
are no constructors).
ifðif xyzÞ 7!kuv:if xðif yuvÞðif zuvÞ
(a rewrite rule due to McCarthy [12]) or
multðadd xyÞ 7!kz:addðmult xzÞðmult yzÞ:
(b) We can also deal with inﬁnitely branching trees such as the Brouwer ordinals of type O.
There are constructors 0O and Supði!OÞ!O and recursion constants RecO! q!ðði!OÞ! ði! qÞ! qÞ! qq .
The rewrite rules for REC are
Rec 0 7!kyz:y;
RecðSup xÞ 7!kyz:zxðku RecðxuÞyzÞ:
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(c) It is well known that by the Curry–Howard correspondence natural deduction proofs can be
written as k-terms with formulas as types. To use normalization by evaluation for normalizing
proofs we may also introduce a ground type ex with constructors and destructors
9þq0;q1
 q0 ! q1 ! ex
and 9q0;q1;r
 ex!ðq0 ! q1 ! rÞ! r
;
these are called existential constants. The rewrite rule for 9 is
9ð9þx0x1Þ 7!ky:yx0x1:
The (constructive) existential quantiﬁer can then be dealt with conveniently by means of axioms
9þ : 8xðA ! 9xAÞ;
9 : 9xA ! 8xðA ! BÞ ! B with x 62 FVðBÞ:
If x has type q0 and the formulas A and B are associated with the types q1 and r, respectively, the
rewrite rule above is clear. It seems that the existential type ex could be replaced by q0  q1 and
the constants 9þq0;q1 and 9q0;q1;r by the terms kx0kx1ðx0; x1Þ and kzkf ðfp0ðzÞp1ðzÞÞ, respectively.
However, the latter term does not correspond to a derivation in ﬁrst order logic, since it is im-
possible to pass from an arbitrary derivation d (possibly with free assumptions) of 9xA to a term
p0ðdÞ and a derivation p1ðdÞ of Ax½p0ðdÞ.
One can easily formulate rules for permutative conversions, which permute an application of an
9-elimination rule with other elimination rules, e.g.,
9q0;q1;r0 ! r1p 7!kzv:9q0;q1;r1pðkxy:ðzxyvÞÞ:
2.4. Normalizable terms and their normal forms
We inductively deﬁne a relation M ! Q for terms M ;Q. The intended meaning of M ! Q is
thatM is normalizable with (long) normal form Q. However, it is necessary to split up ! into two
relations: a ‘‘weak’’ one !w intended to unwrap the outer constructor form, followed by a
‘‘strong’’ one !s, where we assume that it is applied to terms M irreducible w.r.t. !w.
Looking at the form of a term we will embark on the following strategy:
• b-redexes (kxMÞN and computation rules cMN are reduced promptly; i.e., we use call-by-name
here.
• If no rule applies to cMN one ﬁrst tries to ﬁnd out whetherM can be reduced to P such that cP
matches a computation rule. This does not require reducing each Mi, to normal form; it suﬃces
to ﬁnd out the outer pattern of Mi (let us call it for now ‘‘constructor normal form’’). The re-
ductions for doing so will be called ‘‘weak’’ and we write !w for them.
• If in cMN allM are already in constructor normal form and no computation rule applies, then
in a second step one reduces allM and N to normal form (if it exists) and tries to apply a proper
rewrite rule, i.e., we use call-by-value at this point.
LetM ! M 0 abbreviate M1 ! M 01; . . . ;Mn ! M 0n and similarly for other relations, and let!w
be the reﬂexive and transitive closure of !w.
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Deﬁnition 1. SPLIT.
M !w N N !s Q
M ! Q :
ETA.
My ! Q
Mq! r !s kyQ for y 62 FVðMÞ
M0 ! Q0 M1 ! Q1
Mqr !s hQ0;Q1i :
VARAPP.
M ! M 0
xM !s xM 0 ; provided xM is of ground type:
BETA.
ðkxMÞNP!w Mx½N P hM0;M1iiP!w MiP for i 2 f0; 1g:
COMP.
cPx½LN !w Qx½LN if cP 7!compQ:
For the next three rules assume that cM is not an instance of a computation rule.
ARG.
M !w M 0
cMN !w cM 0N with at least one !w -reduction in M !

w M
0:
The ﬁnal two rules have premises M !s M 0. Note that by Lemma 2 below, cM 0 cannot be an
instance of a computation rule, for then also cM would be one.
REW.
M !s M 0
cMN !w Qx½LN if selcðM
0Þ ¼ cK 7!rewQ and M 0 ¼ K x½L:
PASSAPP.
M !s M 0 N !s N 0
cMN !s cM 0N 0 if selcðM
0Þ ¼ no-match and cMN of ground type:
In case the constant c in the rules ARG and PASSAPP is a constructor, N is required to be empty.
For readability we will often write REW in the following form, assuming that cK 7!rewQ is the
selected rule.
REW.
M !s K x½L
cMN !w Qx½LN if cK 7!rewQ:
For the deﬁnition above to make sense we prove the following.
Lemma 2. If M !s M 0 and M 0 is an instance of a constructor pattern P, then also M is an instance
of P.
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Proof. By induction on P. If P is a variable the claim is trivial, so let P ¼ cP. Then M 0 ¼ cK 0 and
K 0 is an instance of P. Moreover, the only possibility to infer M !s M 0 ¼ cK 0 is by PASSAPP.
Thus M ¼ cK ;K !s K 0 and by induction hypothesis (IH) K is an instance of P. Since P is linear
we eventually get that cK is an instance of cP. 
Deﬁnition 3. The set LNF of terms in long normal form is deﬁned as follows. kxM ; hM ;Ni; ðxMÞs,
and ðcMNÞs are in LNF if M, N, M, N are, provided that cM is not an instance of any com-
putation or rewrite rule.
For example, the g-expansion exp(x) of a variable x is in long normal form; it is deﬁned using
induction on types by (e.g., for pure ! -types) expðxsÞ ¼ xs, expðxq! sÞ ¼ kyq:xexpðyqÞ.
Lemma 4. If M ! Q or M !s Q; then Q is in long normal form.
Proof. By simultaneous induction onM ! Q andM !s Q. The only interesting case is PASSAPP,
where we have to show that cM 0 is not an instance of a computation rule. But if cM 0 would be
such an instance, by the previous lemma cM would also be, contradicting the assumption. 
Furthermore it can be shown easily that ifM ! Q,M !w Q, orM !s Q, thenM reduces to Q
in the usual sense w.r.t. b-reduction, g-expansion, and the computation and rewrite rules for the
constants. However, the converse is not true in general. For a counterexample, consider the
nonterminating rewrite rules mult xi0 7!rew 0 and ?i 7!rew ?. Then 0 is a normal form of mult?0,
but we cannot have mult ? 0 ! Q for any Q. To see this, note that we cannot have ?!s N for
any N (since ? 7!rew ?Þ; hence we also cannot have mult? 0 !s Q for any Q. Since ?, 0 are !w-
reducible only to themselves, the claim follows. But under the hypothesis that M is strongly
normalizable the converse is true.
Lemma 5. If M is strongly normalizable w.r.t. these reductions (i.e., every reduction sequence ter-
minates), then M ! Q for some Q.
Proof. For simplicity we consider pure!-types only; the extension to product types is immediate.
We will prove the claim by induction on hM and side induction on ht(M), where hM denotes the
height of the reduction tree for M and ht(M) is the height of M . Note that if M !w Q then M
reduces to Q in at least one step; hence hM > hQ.
Case kyM . We have ðkyMÞy !w M ! Q by BETA and the side induction hypothesis (SIH);
hence kyM ! kyQ by ETA.
Case M has a type q ! r, but is not an abstraction; Then M g-expands to ky. My where y is a
new variable of type q; hence hM > hky:My P hMy. Therefore My ! Q by IH. Hence M ! kyQ by
ETA.
It remains to consider terms of ground type.
Case xM . Obvious, using the SIH and rule VARAPP.
Case ðkxMÞNP. Then ðkxMÞNP !w Mx½N P ! Q by BETA and the IH.
Case cPx½LN with cP !comp Q. Then cPx½LN !w Qx½LN ! Q1 by COMP and the IH.
Case cMN with cM not an instance of a computation rule. By SIHM ! M 0. If at least one Mi
is !w-reduced, the claim follows from the IH and ARG. Otherwise we have M !s M 0. Now if
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selcðM 0Þ ¼ cK !rew Q and M 0 ¼ Kx½L, the claim follows from the IH for Qx½LN . If, however,
selcðM 0Þ ¼ no-match, then proceed as in case xM, using PASSAPP instead of VARAPP. 
Moreover, the relation M ! Q clearly is not closed under substitution. However, it is closed
under substitution of variables, provided the result is a variant of M .
Lemma 6. Let , 2 f! ;!w;!sg. If M,Q, then Mx½z,Qx½z with a derivation of the same
height, provided z are distinct variables 62 FVðMÞ. 1
Proof. We use induction on the height of the derivation of M,Q. Clearly we may assume
x 2 FVðMÞ.
Case ETA.
My ! Q
Mq! r !s kyQ for y 62 FVðMÞ:
Recall
ðkyQÞx½z :¼
kuQx;yi ½z; u if y ¼ zi for some i with xi 2 FVðQÞ;
kyQx½z otherwise:

with a new variable u.
Subcase 1. y ¼ zi for some i with xi 2 FVðQÞ. By IH Mx½zu ! Qx;y½z; u, hence Mx½z !s
kuQx;y½z; u by ETA.
Subcase 2. y not in z. Because of x 2 FVðMÞ we have y not in x. Hence Mx½zy ¼
ðMyÞx½z ! Qx½z by IH and the claim follows by ETA.
Subcase 3. y ¼ zi for some i with xi 62 FVðQÞ. Let z^ be z without zi and x^ be x without xi. Then
Qx½z ¼ Qx^½z^; hence kyQx^½z^ ¼ ðkyQÞx^½z^ ¼ ðkyQÞx½z and the claim follows as in subcase 2.
Case REW.
M !s M 0
cMN !w Qy½LN if selcðM
0Þ ¼ cK 7!rewQ and M 0 ¼ Ky½L:
Let z be distinct variables 62 FVðcMNÞ. We want to derive ðcMNÞx½z !w ðQy½LNÞx½z by REW
again. Clearly we may assume x; z 62 FVðK ;QÞ. By IH Mx½z !s M 0x½z and z 62 FVðM 0Þ (since
M !s M 0 implies that M 0 has no more free variables than M). Now selcðM 0x½zÞ ¼ selcðM 0Þ ¼
cK 7!rewQ by uniformity of selc, and M 0x½z ¼ Ky½Lx½z. An application of REW yields
ðcMNÞx½z ¼ cMx½zNx½z !w Qy½Lx½zNx½z ¼ ðQy½LNÞx½z.
The simpliﬁcations in case we assume strong uniformity of all selc-functions are obvious. 
Example 7. In the examples in Section 2.3, many of the (proper) rewrite rules have been written as
‘‘higher type rules’’, i.e., in the form cM 7!kxN rather than cMx 7!N . This is preferable from a
semantical point of view, because the latter form may cause unnecessary calculations (cf. the
deﬁnition of IðcÞ in Section 3.5). Note also that in the presence of nonterminating rewrite rules
1 If we assume strong uniformity of all selc-functions (as we implicitly did in [4]), then the proviso is not necessary.
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both versions can lead to diﬀerent sets of normalizing terms. To see that, assume there is a termM
that has no normal form, so no N exists such that M !s N . Then for a proper rewrite rule cy 7!d
the term cM has no normal form, but for c 7!kyd it has, namely d.
Also for terminating but nonconﬂuent rewrite rules both versions can lead to diﬀerent normal
forms. Here is an example, with all rules considered as proper rewrite rules.
d2x 7!2 d of type s ! s ! s
dx3 7!3 ¼ seldð2; 3Þ
cy 7!y3 c of type ðs ! sÞ ! s
Then
2 !s 2 x !s x
d2x !w 2 !s 2
d2x ! 2
d2 !s kx2
Eta
Split
Rew
cðd2Þ !w ðkx2Þ3 !w 2 !s 2
cðd2Þ ! 2 Split
Rew
If, however, the last rule is replaced by
c 7!ky:y3;
we obtain cðd2Þ !w ðky:y3Þðd2Þ by REW; hence
cðd2Þ !w ðky:y3Þðd2Þ !w d23 !w 3 !s 3
cðd2Þ ! 3 Split
Example 8. Formally it is possible to add a ﬁxpoint operator Y with rewrite rule Y 7! kx:xðYxÞ or
Yx 7!xðYxÞ. But if one tries to deﬁne, e.g., addition add by a ﬁxpoint operator, add xy would have
no normal form:
add :¼ kx:YM where M :¼ kzy:ifyxðSðzðPyÞÞÞ:
If add xy would have a normal form with respect to our rules, there must be a term N such that
ðkx:YMÞxy ! N :
To derive this relation it is necessary to show YMy ! N , and by the rewrite rule for the ﬁxpoint
operator we would have to show MðYMÞy ! N ; hence
ifyxðSðYMðPyÞÞÞ ! N :
But by the rule ARG we now need to have a normal form for YMðPyÞ, and thus for YMðPðPyÞÞ,
and so on. However, the term add MN with numerals M, N reduces to a numeral.
2.5. Term families
Since normalization by evaluation needs to create bound variables when ‘‘reifying’’ abstract
objects of higher type, it is useful to follow de Bruijns [9] style of representing bound variables in
terms. This is done here—as in [5,10]—by means of term families. A term family is a parametrized
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version of a given term M. The idea is that the term family of M at index k reproduces M with
bound variables renamed starting at k. For example, for
M :¼ kukv:cðkx:vxÞðkykz:zuÞ
the associated term family M1 at index 3 yields
M1ð3Þ :¼ kx3kx4:cðkx5:x4x5Þðkx5kx6:x6x3Þ:
We denote terms by M ;N ;K; . . ., and term families by r; s; t; . . ..
To every term Mq we assign a term family M1 : N ! Kq by
x1ðkÞ :¼ x;
c1ðkÞ :¼ c;
ðkyMÞ1ðkÞ :¼ kxkðMy½xk1ðk þ 1ÞÞ; hM0;M1i1ðkÞ :¼ hM10 ðkÞ;M11 ðkÞi;
ðMNÞ1ðkÞ :¼ M1ðkÞN1ðkÞ; piðMÞ1ðkÞ :¼ piðM1ðkÞÞ:
Application of a term family r : N ! Kq! r to a term family s : N ! Kq is the family
rs :¼ N ! Kr deﬁned by ðrsÞðkÞ :¼ rðkÞsðkÞ, and similarly for pairing hr0; r1iðkÞ :¼ hr0ðkÞ; r1ðkÞi
and projections piðrÞðkÞ :¼ piðrðkÞÞ. Hence, e.g., ðMNÞ1 ¼ M1N1.
We let k > FVðMÞ mean that k is greater than all i such that xqi 2 FVðMÞ for some type q.
Lemma 9.
(a) If M ¼a N , then M1 ¼ N1.
(b) If k > FVðMÞ, then M1ðkÞ ¼a M .
Proof.
(a) Induction on the height ht(M) of M . Only the case where M and N are abstractions is crit-
ical. So assume kyqM ¼a kzqN . Then My½P  ¼a Nz½P  for all terms P q. In particular
My ½xk ¼a Nz½xk for arbitrary k 2 N. Hence My ½xk1ðk þ 1Þ ¼ Nz½xk1ðk þ 1Þ, by IH. Therefore
ðkyMÞ1ðkÞ ¼ kxkðMy ½xk1ðk þ 1ÞÞ ¼ kxkðNz½xk1ðk þ 1ÞÞ ¼ ðkzNÞ1ðkÞ:
(b) Induction on ht(M). We only consider the case kyM . The assumption k > FVðkyMÞ implies
xk 62 FVðkyMÞ and hence kyM ¼a kxkðMy ½xkÞ. Furthermore k þ 1 > FVðMy ½xkÞ, and hence
My ½xk1ðk þ 1Þ ¼a My½xk, by IH. Therefore
ðkyMÞ1ðkÞ ¼ kxkðMy ½xk1ðk þ 1ÞÞ ¼a kxkðMy½xkÞ ¼a kyM : 
Let extðrÞ :¼ rðkÞ, where k is the least number greater than all i such that some variable of the
form xqi occurs (free or bound) in rð0Þ.
Lemma 10. extðM1Þ ¼a M :
Proof. extðM1Þ ¼ M1ðkÞ for the least k > i for all i such that xqi occurs (free or bound) in M1ð0Þ;
hence k > FVðMÞ. Now use part b of the lemma above. 
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For our interpretation of types in Section 3.2 we will also have to consider partial term families
r : N * Kq. We extend application of term families, rs, as well as the operation ext to partial term
families in the obvious way following the principle that all syntactic operations are strict, i.e.,
undeﬁned whenever one argument is undeﬁned.
3. Normalization by evaluation
3.1. Domain theoretic semantics of simply typed k-calculi
In this section, we shall discuss the domain theoretic semantics of simply typed lambda calculi
in general. Although the constructions below are standard (see, e.g., the books of Lambek and
Scott [11] or Crole [7]), we discuss them in some detail in order to make the paper accessible also
for readers not familiar with this subject. Most constructions make sense in an arbitrary cartesian
closed category (ccc). However, we will conﬁne ourselves to the domain semantics and will only
occasionally comment on the categorical aspects.
It is well known that Scott-domains with continuous functions form a cartesian closed category
DOM. The product D E is the set-theoretic product with component-wise ordering. The expo-
nential ½D ! E is the continuous function space with pointwise ordering. The terminal object is
the one point space 1 :¼ f?g (there is no initial object and there are no coproducts). In order to
cope with the categorical interpretation, we will identify an element x of a domain D with the
mapping from 1 to D with value x.
Besides the cartesian closedness, we also use the fact that DOM is closed under inﬁnite products
and that there is a ﬁxed point operator FIX: ðD ! DÞ ! D assigning to every continuous
function f : D ! D its least ﬁxed point FIXðf Þ 2 D. Furthermore we will use that partial families
of terms form a domain and some basic operations on terms and term families are continuous
and hence exist as morphisms in the category. Any other ccc with these properties would do
as well.
Notation. Elements of a product domain D1      Dn are written ½a1; . . . ; an. If f 2 ½D1 !
½D2 !    ½Dn ! E    and ai 2 Di; then f ða1; . . . ; anÞ or f ðaÞ stands for f ða1Þ . . . ðanÞ.
An interpretation for a given system of ground types is a mapping I assigning to every ground
type s a domain IðsÞ. Given such an interpretation we deﬁne domains sqtI for every type q by
sstI :¼ IðsÞ; sq ! rtI :¼ ½sqtI ! srtI ; sq rtI :¼ sqtI  srtI
We write sq1; . . . ;qnt
I :¼ sq1      qntI ¼ sq1tI      sqntI :¼ sqtI . An interpretation of a
typed lambda calculus (speciﬁed by a set of ground types and a set of constants) is a mapping I
assigning to every ground type s a domain IðrÞ (hence I is an interpretation of ground types) and
assigning to every constant cq a value IðcÞ 2 sqtI (i.e., a morphism from 1 to sqtI ).
In order to extend such an interpretation to all terms we use the following continuous func-
tions, i.e., morphisms (in the following a continuous function will be called morphism if its role as
a morphism in the ccc DOM is to be emphasized).
!D : D ! 1; !DðdÞ :¼?;
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pi : D1      Dn ! Di; pið½aÞ :¼ ai;
curry : ½D E ! F  ! ½D ! ½E ! F ; curryðf ; a; bÞ :¼ f ð½a; bÞ;
eval : ½D ! E  D ! E; evalð½f ; aÞ :¼ f ðaÞ:
Furthermore we use the fact that morphisms are closed under composition  and (since DOM is a
ccc) under pairing h:; :i, where for f : D ! E and g : D ! F the function hf ; gi : D ! E  F
maps a to ½f ðaÞ; gðaÞ. For every type q and every list of distinct variables xq ¼ xq11 ; . . . ; xqnn we let
KqðxÞ denote the set of terms of type q with free variables among fxg. Let I be an interpretation.
Then for every M 2 KqðxqÞ we deﬁne a morphism sMtIx : sqt ! sqt by
sctIx :¼ IðcÞ  !sqt;
sxit
I
x :¼ pi;
skxMtIx :¼ curryðsMtIx;xÞ;
sMNtIx :¼ eval  ½sMtIx ; sNtIx ;
shM ;NitIx :¼ ½sMtIx ; sNtIx ;
spiðMÞtIx :¼ pi  sMtIx :
This deﬁnition works in any ccc. For our purposes it will be more convenient to evaluate a term in
a global environment and not in a local context. Let
Env :¼
Y
xr2Var
srtI 2 Dom:
For every term M 2 Kqðx1; . . . ; xnÞ we deﬁne a continuous function
sMtI : Env ! sqtI ; sMtIn :¼ sMtIxð½nðx1Þ; . . . ; nðxnÞÞ:
Formally this deﬁnition depends on a particular choice of the list of variables x1; . . . ; xn. However,
because of the well-known coincidence property in fact it does not.
From this we easily get the familiar equations
sctIn :¼ IðcÞ;
sxtIn :¼ nðxÞ;
skxMtIn ðaÞ :¼ sMtIn½x 7! a;
sMNtIn :¼ sMtIn ðsNtIn Þ;
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shM ;NitIn :¼ ½sMtIn ; sNtIn ;
spiðMÞtIn :¼ piðsMtIn Þ:
In many cases the interpretation I of the constants will have to be deﬁned recursively, by, e.g.,
referring to sMtI for several terms M. This causes no problem, since the functionals
sMqtI : Env ! sqt depend continuously on I , where I is to be considered as an element of the
inﬁnite product
Q
cq sqt. This can be seen as follows. Looking at their deﬁnitions we see that the
functions ½I ; a 7!sMtIxðaÞ are built by composition from the continuous functions
pcr :
Y
cq
sqt ! srt; pcrðIÞ :¼ IðcÞ;
   : ½E ! F   ½D ! E ! ½D ! F ;
h:; :i : ½D ! E  ½D ! F  ! ½D ! E  F ;
as well as the functions !D;pi, curry, and eval listed above. Hence ½I ; a 7!sMtIx ðaÞ is continu-
ous. But then also ½I ; n 7!sMtIn is continuous, since sMtIn ¼ sMtIx ð½px1ðnÞ; . . . ; pxnðnÞÞ, where
pxq : Env ! sqt; pxðnÞ :¼ nðxÞ.
Hence the value IðcÞ may be deﬁned as a least ﬁxed point of a continuous function on the
domain
Q
cq sqt. In the following we will omit the superscript I when it is clear from the context.
The following facts hold in any ccc.
Lemma 11.
sMx½N tn ¼ sMtn½x 7! sNtn ðsubstitution lemmaÞ
sðkxMÞNtn ¼ sMx½N tn ðbeta 1Þ
spiðhM0;M1iÞtn ¼ sMitn ðbeta 2Þ
sMtn ¼ skyðMyÞtn ðyq 62 FVðMq! rÞÞ ðeta 1Þ
sMtn ¼ shp0ðMÞ;p1ðMÞitn ðeta 2Þ
Lemma 12. If sPtn ¼ sQtn for all environments n, and M is transformed into N by replacing an
occurrence of P in M by Q, then sMtn ¼ sNtn for all environments n.
Proof. Induction on M. 
Lemma 13. If M reduces to N by b-reduction or g-expansion, then sMtn ¼ sNtn.
3.2. Interpretation of the types
We now consider a special model, whose ground type objects contain syntactic material. We let
N * Kq denote the set of partial term families, i.e., partial functions from the integers to the set
of terms of type q.N * Kq partially ordered by inclusion of graphs is a domain. We will interpret
the ground types in such a way that we have functions
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#s: IðsÞ ! ðN * KsÞ and "s: ðN * KsÞ ! IðsÞ
satisfying
#s ð"s ðrÞÞ ¼ r: ð4Þ
This shows that there is an embedding of the term families N * Ks into IðsÞ.
Recall that CONSTR is the set of all constructors used in the computation rules. We deﬁne 2 the
interpretation of the ground types in a way that all syntactic constructors c 2 CONSTR have
semantical counterparts.
IðsÞ ¼
X
ðsqtI jcq! s 2 ConstrÞ þ ðN * KsÞ:P
and + denote the domain-theoretic separated 3 sum and
s;t :¼ 1 :¼ f?g; sqrt :¼ sqt srt; sqit :¼ sqt for i 2 f0; 1g:
So for a given ground type s, its constructors c together with term families N ! Ks freely gen-
erate the interpretation of s, i.e., there are injections
inqc : sqt ! sst for every cq! s 2 Constr
fams : ðN * KsÞ ! sst
such that every a 2 sst is either ? or else can be written uniquely as a ¼ inqcðbÞ or a ¼ famsðrÞ. For
example (cf. Section 2.3) we have
IðiÞ ¼ 1þ IðiÞ þ ðN * KiÞ;
IðOÞ ¼ 1þ ½IðiÞ ! IðOÞ þ ðN * KOÞ;
IðexÞ ¼
X
ðsqt srtjq; r typesÞ þ ðN * KexÞ:
3.3. Reiﬁcation and reﬂection
The continuous functions
#q: sqt ! ðN * KqÞð\reify"Þ "q: ðN * KqÞ ! sqtð\reflect"Þ
are deﬁned simultaneously by recursion. 4
#s ðincðbÞÞ :¼ c1 # ðbÞ; "s ðrÞ :¼ famsðrÞ;
#s ðfamsðrÞÞ :¼ r;
2 This is a recursive deﬁnition of a family of domains ðIðsÞÞs, i.e., a least ﬁxed point of certain continuous functions.
The theory of (continuous) families of domains and recursive deﬁnitions thereof is developed in detail in [3].
3 From a mathematical point of view it is also possible to take the coalesced sum, but the identiﬁcation of an
undeﬁned object with the total undeﬁned term family is computationaly doubtful.
4 It is easy to check that the term families stemming from # are total or the empty term family ?. So if ? appears in
an application, this should always be ? again.
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#s ð?Þ :¼?;
#q! r ðaÞðkÞ :¼ kxqkð#r ðað"q ðx1k ÞÞÞðk þ 1ÞÞ; "q! r ðrÞðbÞ :¼"r ðr #q ðbÞÞ;
#qr ð½a; bÞ :¼ h#q ðaÞ; #r ðbÞi; "qr ðrÞ :¼ ½"q ðr0Þ; "r ðr1Þ;
Note that in #s ðincðbÞÞ :¼ c1 # ðbÞ we need to refer to # at higher types.
In the following we use (similar to our syntactic convention) the abbreviation ai for piðaÞ,
i 2 f0; 1g. We write successive applications of " ðrÞ to a sequence a ¼ a1; . . . ; an ðai 2 sqit or
projection markers 0 or 1) shortly as
" ðrÞðaÞ ¼"q ðr # ðaÞÞ: ð5Þ
In particular, if q is a ground type, " ðrÞðaÞ ¼ famqðr # ðaÞÞ and therefore " ðrÞ can be understood
as a ‘‘self-evaluating’’ interpretation of r.
Without computation rules the deﬁnition would be much simpler. It is then possible to deﬁne
IðsÞ :¼ N * Ks, and the functions #s and "s would be identities. Then the deﬁnition of # and "
becomes an inductive deﬁnition on the types (see [4]).
We will need these functions to deﬁne an interpretation of the constants as well as normali-
zation by evaluation itself.
3.4. Predecessor functions
In this section we deﬁne for a constructor pattern P q with FVðPÞ ¼ xr generalized predecessor
functions gpredP : sqt ! srt. They are used for the interpretation of the constants in the presence
of computation rules.
For analyzing elements of sst we deﬁne boolean functions inst?P : sqt ! B? (where
B ¼ ftt; ffg) for every constructor pattern P q 2 Constrq.
inst?xðaÞ :¼ tt
inst?cP1...PkðaÞ :¼
V
inst?PðbÞ if a ¼ incðbÞ;
ff if a ¼ indðbÞ for some d 6¼ c;
or a ¼ famsðrÞ for some r;
? otherwise:
8><
>:
Here
V
inst?PðbÞ is ^iinst?PiðbiÞ where ^ denotes strict boolean conjunction.
Lemma 14. Let P, P 0 be constructor patterns and let a 2 sqt. If inst?P ðaÞ ¼ inst?P 0 ðaÞ ¼ tt, then P
and P 0 are unifiable.
Proof. Induction on P. 
The generalized predecessor functions
gpredP : sqt ! srt
are deﬁned inductively for every constructor pattern P q with FVðP Þ ¼ xr where the variables are
listed from left to right in the order of their occurrences in P.
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gpredxðaÞ :¼ a;
gpredcPðaÞ :¼ gpredPðaÞ if inst?cPðaÞ ¼ tt and a ¼ incðaÞ?; . . . ;? otherwise:

Here gpredPðaÞ denotes the concatenation of the lists gpredPiðbiÞ, and the length of ?; . . . ;? is the
number of variables in cP.
3.5. Interpretation of the constants
Now we are able to interpret the constants. Notice that " gives rise to an environment by
x 7! " ðx1Þ. Let
IðcÞðaÞ :¼ inqcðaÞ if cq! s 2 Constr:
Otherwise IðcÞ is deﬁned recursively as follows. If for some computation rule cP 7!compQ we haveV
inst?PðaÞ ¼ tt, then
IðcÞðaÞ :¼ sQtI½x 7! gpredPðaÞ; where x :¼ FVðPÞ:
If for all computation rules cP 7!compQ we have
V
inst?PðaÞ ¼ ff, then
IðcÞðaÞ :¼
sNtI½x 7! sLtI"  if selcðextð# ðaÞÞÞ ¼ cK 7!rewN
and extð# ðaÞÞ ¼ Kx½L
" ðc1 # ðaÞÞ if selcðextð# ðaÞÞÞ ¼ no-match:
8<
:
In all other cases, IðcÞðaÞ :¼?.
Since in the case of computation rules we assumed the left-hand sides of these rules to be
nonuniﬁable, Lemma 14 guarantees that this is a sound deﬁnition.
The usefulness of the computation rules is due to the fact that it is much simpler to compute
gpredPðaÞ than to compute sLt", where extð# ðaÞÞ ¼ K ½L. This can be seen from the following
examples.
Example 15. Let us compare the two possibilities for interpreting constants, either as computa-
tion rules or else as rewrite rules. To this end we introduce iteration types n, by 0 :¼ i and
nþ 1 :¼ n ! n. Let abstn be a constructor of type n ! 0, and xn be a variable of iteration type n,
e.g., x3 : ðði ! iÞ ! ði ! iÞÞ ! ði ! iÞ ! i ! i. We add special constants cn with the rule
cnðabstnxnÞ ¼ 0 ð6Þ
(0 a constant of type 0). The intention again is to show the diﬀerence in eﬃciency between viewing
(6) as computation or as rewrite rule. To see this diﬀerence, consider the term cnðabstnxnÞ with a
variable xn.
If we view (6) as a rewrite rule, scnt gets a :¼ sabstnxnt" as an argument. It computes extð# ðaÞÞ,
i.e., the term abstnðnfðxnÞÞ. Then it ﬁnds L :¼ nfðxnÞ and computes snfðxnÞt". Finally in the en-
vironment assigning this value to xn computes s0t.
If, however, we view (6) as a computation rule, then scnt again gets a :¼ sabstnxnt" as an
argument. Since inst?abstnxnðaÞ ¼ tt, we only need to compute s0t in the environment assigning
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gpreda ¼" ðx1n Þ to xn. This does not involve computation of the long normal form of any
variable.
The example shows that normalizing via the rewrite rule may take time exponential in the type
level n of xn, whereas normalizing via the computation rule takes linear time
5. The reason is
simply that the length ln of the long normal form nfðxnÞ of a variable xn of iteration type n is P 2n.
(Proof by induction on n. Step: Inþ1 P 1þ
Pn
i¼0 li P 1þ
Pn
i¼0 2
i ¼ 2nþ1.)
The diﬀerence between the two possibilities for interpreting constants can also be seen in the
tree example in 2.3(b). In the case of a proper rewrite rule we have
IðOÞ ¼ N * KO;
IðSupÞðaÞ ¼ famiðSup1 # ðaÞÞ
IðRecÞða; b0; b1Þ ¼
b0 if extð# ðaÞÞ ¼ 0;
b1ðsMt"; gÞ if extð# ðaÞÞ ¼ Sup M and
gðeÞ :¼ IðRecÞðsMt"ðeÞ; b0; b1Þ;
" ðRec1 # ða; b0; b1ÞÞ if extð# ðaÞÞ is defined;
but not 0 or Sup N
? otherwise:
8>>><
>>>:
and in the case of a computation rule:
IðOÞ ¼ 1þ ½IðiÞ ! IðOÞ þ ðN * KOÞ;
IðSupÞðaÞ ¼ inSupðaÞ
IðRecÞða; b0; b1Þ ¼
b0 if a ¼ in0ð?Þ;
b1ðf ; gÞ if a ¼ inSupðf Þ and
gðeÞ :¼ IðRecÞðf ðeÞ; b0; b1Þ;
" ðRec1 # ða; b0; b1ÞÞ if a is a term family;
? otherwise:
8>><
>>:
Example 16. As mentioned at the end of Section 2.4, it makes a diﬀerence whether we use the
cMx 7!N or the cM 7!kxN version of a rewrite rule. Now we see that in the former case the last
argument a forces us to calculate extð# ðaÞÞ and then interpret this term again, which may be
cumbersome. This can also be veriﬁed easily by an example similar to the one above: Let us
compare the two rules c0xn 7!0 and c0 7!kxn0. Consider the term c0xn with a variable xn of it-
eration type n. NbE via the ﬁrst form proceeds as follows. sct gets a1 :¼ s0t and
a2 :¼ sxnt" ¼" ðx1n Þ as arguments. It computes extð# ða2ÞÞ, i.e., the long normal form of xn. If,
however, we employ NbE via the second form, then sct only gets a1 :¼ s0t. It computes skx0t and
applies the result to " ðx1n Þ; this does not involve computation of any long normal form.
Lemma 17. Let P q be a constructor pattern with FVðP Þ ¼ xr, and let a 2 sqt. Then for all b 2 srt
a ¼ sPt½x 7! b iff inst?P ðaÞ ¼ tt and gpredP ðaÞ ¼ b:
5 We have veriﬁed this in the MINLOG system.
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Proof. Induction on P. If P is a variable, then both sides are equivalent to the statement ‘‘a¼ b.’’
Now let P ¼ cP. Then sPt½x! b ¼ incðsPt½x! bÞ. Assume a ¼ sPt½x 7! b. Then a ¼ incðaÞ where
a ¼ sPt½x! b. Hence
V
inst?PðaÞ ¼ tt and gpredPðaÞ ¼ b, by IH. Therefore inst?cPðaÞ ¼ tt and
gpredcPðaÞ ¼ gpredPðaÞ ¼ b. For the converse assume inst?cPðaÞ ¼ tt and gpredcPðaÞ ¼ b. Then
a ¼ incðaÞ;
V
inst?PðaÞ ¼ tt and moreover gpredPðaÞ ¼ gpredcPðaÞ ¼ b. Hence sPt½x! b ¼ a, by IH.
Hence a ¼ incðaÞ ¼ sPt½x! b. 
Lemma 18. For every rule cP 7!compQ and every environment n
scPtn ¼ sQtn:
Proof. Let FVðPÞ ¼ x. By the previous lemma, V inst?P ðsPtnÞ ¼ tt and gpredP ðsPtnÞ ¼ nðxÞ.
Hence, since c is not a constructor, scPtn ¼ IðcÞðsPtnÞ ¼ sQtn: 
3.6. Correctness of normalization by evaluation
We say that normalization by evaluation is correct if M ! Q implies that # ðsMt"ÞðkÞ ¼a Q for
k > FVðMÞ. If we have preservation of values (i.e., that conversion does not change themeaning (i.e.,
semantics) of a term), then this is easy to prove, even in the stronger form # ðsMt"Þ ¼ Q1 (by in-
duction on termsM in long normal form). But in general, preservation of values is not guaranteed.
Example 19. In the presence of higher type variables it is possible that rewrite rules do not preserve
the value. Let c be a constant of type ðs ! sÞ ! s ! s with the single rule cx 7!x, considered as a
proper rewrite rule. Choose id0 2 ss ! stI ¼ ½IðsÞ ! IðsÞ with id0 6¼ id but id0ðfamsðx1ÞÞ ¼
famsðx1Þ for every variable x 2 Ks. Now preservation of value would require scxtn ¼ sxtn for every
environment n, so in particular for nðxÞ ¼ id0. But because of the reference to #s! s in the deﬁnition of
IðcÞwe have IðcÞðid0Þ ¼ id. To see this, observe that #s! s ðid0ÞðkÞ ¼ kxk: #s ðid0ð"s ðx1k ÞÞÞðk þ 1ÞÞ ¼
kxkxk; hence extð# ðid0ÞÞ ¼ kx1x1 and therefore IðcÞðid0Þ ¼ skx1x1tI ¼ id.
Example 20. In the nonconﬂuent rewrite system considered in example 2.4, we had d2 ! kx2.
However, for the interpretation of d2 and kx2 we get diﬀerent values: sd2tð31Þ ¼
IðdÞð21Þð31Þ ¼ 31 since seldð2; 3Þ ¼ dx3 7!3, but skx2tð31Þ ¼ ð21Þ.
However, we still have correctness of normalization by evaluation.
Theorem 21.
(a) If M ! Q, then # ðsMt"ÞðkÞ ¼ Q1ðkÞ for k > FVðMÞ.
(b) Assume M !s Q. Then # ðsMt"ÞðkÞ ¼ Q1ðkÞ for k > FVðMÞ, and if inst?P ðsMt"Þ ¼ tt for
some constructor pattern P, then there are terms L such that M ¼ Px½L and
gpredP ðsMt"Þ ¼ sLt". 6
(c) If M !w Q, then sMt" ¼ sQt".
6 Moreover, if we assume strong uniformity of all selc-functions (as we implicitly did in [4]), then # ðsMt"Þ ¼ Q1
holds in parts a and b.
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Example 22. Without strong uniformity of the select functions the stronger claim # ðsMt"Þ ¼ Q1
for M ! Q is not true. For a counterexample consider the single rewrite rule cxx 7!rew d with x, d
of ground type s. Then cx0x1 ! cx0x1 by PASSAPP; hence cx0 ! kx1:cx0x1 by ETA. We obtain
# ðscx0t"Þð0Þ ¼ kx0ð#s ðscx0t"Þð"s ðx10 ÞÞð1ÞÞ ¼ kx0ð#s ðIðcÞðfamsðx10 Þ; famsðx10 ÞÞÞð1ÞÞ:
Now extð#s ðfamsðx10 ÞÞÞ ¼ extðx10 Þ ¼ x0 and selcðx0; x0Þ ¼ cxx 7!rew d, hence
¼ kx0ð#s ðIðdÞÞð1ÞÞ ¼ kx0ð#s ðfamsðd1ÞÞð1ÞÞ ¼ kx0d:
However, ðkx1:cx0x1Þ1ð0Þ ¼ kx0:cx0x0.
Proof of the theorem. By simultaneous induction on the height of the derivation of M ! Q resp.
M !w Q and M !s Q. For brevity we leave out the rules concerning product types, since their
treatment does not bring up any new issues. Note that the second statement about !s holds if P is
a variable; therefore we assume in the following P is not a variable and thus of ground type.
Case Split
M !w N N !s Q
M ! Q
By IH for the left premise sMt" ¼ sNt"; thus we can apply the IH to the right premise to infer
# ðsMt"ÞðkÞ ¼# ðsNt"ÞðkÞ ¼ Q1ðkÞ for k > FVðMÞ.
Case ETA.
My ! Q
M !s kyQ for y 62 FVðMÞ:
Let k > FVðMÞ. Then by Lemma 6 Mxk ! Qy½xk with a derivation of the same height. Hence
# ðsMt"ÞðkÞ ¼ kxkð# ðsMt"Þð" ðx1k ÞÞÞðk þ 1ÞÞ
¼ kxkð# ðsMxkt"Þðk þ 1ÞÞ
¼ kxkðQy ½xk1ðk þ 1ÞÞ by IH; since k þ 1 > FVðMxkÞ
¼ ðkyQÞ1ðkÞ:
The additional claim holds since M is not of ground type.
Case VARAPP.
M ! M 0
xM ! s xM 0
with xM of ground type. We have
sxMt" ¼" ðx1ÞðsMt"Þ ¼ famsðx1 # ðsMt"ÞÞ
by (5), hence
# ðsxMt"ÞðkÞ ¼ ðx1 # ðsMt"ÞÞðkÞ ¼ x1ðM 0Þ1ðkÞ ¼ ðxM 0Þ1ðkÞ
by IH. The second claim holds since
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inst?P ðsxMt"Þ ¼ inst?P ðfamsðx1 # ðsMt"ÞÞÞ ¼ ff :
Case BETA.
ðkxMÞNP !w Mx½N P
Use sðkxMÞNPt" ¼ sMx½N Pt", which holds in every model of the k-calculus.
Case COMP.
cPx½LN !w Qx½LN if cP 7!compQ:
Then
scPx½LNt" ¼ scPx½Lt"sNt" ¼ scPt½x 7! sLt"sNt" by the substitution lemma
¼ sQt½x 7! sLt"sNt" by Lemma 18
¼ sQx½LNt":
Case ARG.
M !w Q
cMN !w cQN
Then
scMNt" ¼ IðcÞsMt"sNt" ¼ IðcÞsQt"sNt" ¼ scQNt"
by IH.
Case REW.
M !s K x½L
cMN !w Qx½LN if cK 7!rewQ;
where selcðK x½LÞ ¼ cK 7!rewQ and cM is not the instance of a computation rule.
We show that
V
inst?PðsMt"Þ ¼ ff for all computation rules cP 7!compQ . So assume ﬁrst thatV
inst?PðsMt"Þ ¼ tt. Then by IH there are L such that M ¼ Px½L (note that P is linear), so cM
would be an instance of a computation rule, which contradicts the assumption. It remains to show
that inst?PiðsMit"Þ 6¼? for all i. But if we had ¼? for some i, then sMit" ¼? in contrast to
# ðsMt"ÞðkÞ ¼ K x½L1ðkÞ, which holds by IH. Moreover, selcðextð# ðsMt"ÞÞÞ ¼ selcðK x½LÞ ¼
cK 7!Q. This gives us the necessary information about IðcÞ.
scMNt" ¼ IðcÞðsMt"ÞðsNt"Þ
¼ sQt½x 7! sLt"ðsNt"Þ by definition of IðcÞ
¼ sQx½Lt"ðsNt"Þ by the substitution lemma
¼ sQx½LNt":
Case PASSAPP.
M !s M 0 N ! N 0
cMN !s cM 0N 0 ;
where cM is not an instance of a computation rule, selcðM 0Þ ¼ nomatch and cMN of ground type.
Let us ﬁrst consider the case where c is a constructor (then N is empty). We obtain
scMt" ¼ IðcÞðsMt"Þ ¼ incðsMt"Þ;
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hence by deﬁnition of # and the IH
# ðscMt"ÞðkÞ ¼ ðc1 # ðsMt"ÞÞðkÞ ¼ ðcM 0Þ1ðkÞ:
This is the ﬁrst claim. Now assume P ¼ cP and inst?P ðscMt"Þ ¼ tt. Then
V
inst?PðsMt"Þ ¼ tt and
by IH there are L such that M ¼ Px½L (note that cP is linear); hence cM ¼ cPx½L.
If c is not a constructor, we have
V
inst?PðsMt"Þ ¼ ff (with the same argument as in REW) and
selcðextð# ðsMt"ÞÞÞ ¼ selcðextððM 0Þ1ÞÞ ¼ selcðM 0Þ ¼ no-match;
since by IH # ðsMt"ÞðkÞ ¼ ðM 0Þ1ðkÞ for k > FVðMÞ. Now we can compute scMNt".
scMNt" ¼ IðcÞðsMt"ÞðsNt"Þ
¼" ðc1 # ðsMt"ÞÞðsNt"Þ
¼ famsðc1 # ðsM ;Nt"ÞÞ by ð2Þ;
hence
# scMNt"ðkÞ ¼ c1 # ðsM ;Nt"ÞÞðkÞ
¼ ðcM 0N 0Þ1ðkÞ by IH:
The second claim holds trivially again. 
Corollary 23. If M is strongly normalizable, then M ! nfðMÞ, and therefore the (long) normal
form nfðMÞ of M can be obtained as # ðsMt"ÞðkÞ ¼a nfðMÞ, for any k > FVðMÞ.
Proof. Let M be strongly normalizable. Then M ! Q for some Q by Lemma 5, and Q is the long
normal form nf(M) of M by Lemma 4. By the theorem # ðsMt"ÞðkÞ ¼ nfðMÞ1ðkÞ for any
k > FVðMÞ. Now use Lemma 9b. 
Another immediate corollary is that the ! -relation is indeed a (partial) function: If M ! Q
and M ! P , then P1ðkÞ ¼# ðsMt"ÞðkÞ ¼ Q1ðkÞ for k > FVðMÞ; hence P ¼a Q by Lemma 10.
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